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Love is never boastful or conceited. For example at the beginning of the script Sampson, a Capulet says Nay,
as they dare. Capulet seems to be commanding and powerful. Paper on an OCD diagnosis. A final instance in
which Juliet demonstrates herself as feminist character is her realization that she has the agency over her own
actual life. She develops a rebellious and independent attitude. When Romeo and Juliet kiss at the feast, Juliet
teases Romeo for using the popular imagery of love poetry to express his feelings and for kissing according to
convention rather than from the heart: "You kiss by th' book" I. Juliet is presented as quiet and obedient;
however, she possesses an inner strength that enables her to have maturity beyond her years. Neither family
can forgive and forget whatever argument had been started many decades ago. The families have been feuding
since ancient times, while the younger generation keeps the feud alive. The story on the whole is about two
lovers who cannot be together; this is because they live in different families who fight each other, because they
think that they are better A churchyard; the monument of the Capulets. The set was a huge sea of red; red
carpeting, red walls, red curtains, red doors, etc Children, especially girls, would have been expected to
everything their father bid them â€” from chores to marrying a suitable husband. When Lady Capulet enters
and finds Juliet crying she immediately assumes it is for Tybolt's death when it is more for Romeo leaving.
This behavior causes Juliet to seek out the Nurse instead of her mother to help with her troubles regarding
Romeo. In Act two scene four, Juliet informs Nurse that she wants to marry Romeo. For Juliet, Romeo was
not the only man in her life. Juliet's love for Romeo soon resolves the conflict: My husband lives, that Tybalt
would have slain, And Tybalt's dead, that would have slain my husband. Throughout the years people have
suspected that inhaling and touching the bacteria could spread leprosy. Scenes, containing further plot twists
increase the tension of the play and heighten the intensity of the final scenes. If one's inner darkness does
surface, the victim then is given the opportunity to reach a point in personal growth, and to gain a sense of
self-knowledge from it. O child! Juliet starts of in the play as the daughter who always follows whatever her
parents say. He is wealthy and a leader in his community. Men controlled every aspect of his family The
relationship between Juliet and the nurse is a better example of the mother-daughter relationship than that of
Juliet and Lady Capulet Essay Words 6 Pages The relationship between Juliet and the nurse is a better
example of the mother-daughter relationship than that of Juliet and Lady Capulet. Romeo, a Montague, and
Juliet, a Capulet both love each other, but realize that fate is not on their side since they are from feuding
families. It was set in Verona and Mantua in Italy. In Juliet's case, however, there is a heightened sense that
she has been forced to mature too quickly. Lord Capulet is the head of the Capulets and is well respected by
the rest of his house. Although Capulet wanted the best for Juliet, he didn't give a thought on how she felt and
had forced her to marry Paris which had caused problems that led to her tragic end The Genre theory are
hooked on diverse factors such as flat direction, whom the director is, what are the spectators expectations et
cetera. Before this scene the Capulet household hold a ball where Romeo and Juleit for the first time. A person
who is demanding can be very overpowering. The father-child relationship between Lord Capulet and Juliet is
a very strong one; during the beginning of the play Capulet is seen as a caring and protective father who wants
what is best for his daughter. The Capulets loved Paris more than Romeo which would leave no stress on
family problems. Lord Capulet is introduced as Juliet's father in the play and a member of the Capulet family.

